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5e cordon of arrows

Go to the contents of the 2nd level transmutationCasting Time: 1 Action Range: 5 feet Components: V, S, M (four or more arrows or bolts) Duration: 8 hours You plant four parts no magic ammunition-like-arrows or same crossbow bolts-in the ground within range, and lay magic on them for the sake of protecting the area. Here is one piece
of ammunition files before impact, but it happens whenever the creature, but apart from you will come within 30 feet of ammunition for the first time on the turn, otherwise it ends turn there only until the spell ends it will happen. Here the creature must and must succeed on the agility of saving toss otherwise it will take 1d6 piercing damage.
Some of the ammunition will then be destroyed. Whenever there is no ammunition left, the spell will end. You can easily assign any creature that you choose, and the spell ignores them, but for that to happen, you have to cast that spell when it may be. At higher levels: With a spell slot of level 3 or higher than at level 3 you can cast this
spell when you cast this spell like this, then the amount of ammunition that can be affected will increase by two for each slot above level 2. DnD Spells List lets you create your own spelling for your character! Click on the red button Create your spelling at the top of the table to enter spelling mode. Once you're in, you can choose the spells
that you like by clicking on the checkbokx to the left of the spell in the table, so it will be added to your spell book in this section of the page. Roll initiatives and have fun! The content of the Edit Share community is available according to CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. Level 2 - TransmutationAcy Time: 1 ActionRange: 5
feetComponents: V, S, M (four or more arrows or bolts)Duration: 8 hoursThis spell description is not available. DnD 5e Spells - Player's Handbook; Ranger Transmutation Level: 2 Casting Time: 1 Range of Action: 5 foot Components: V, S, M (four or more arrows or bolts) Duration: 8 hours You plant four pieces of non-magical ammunition
- arrows or crossbow bolts - in the ground within reach and lay magic on them to protect the area. Until the spell ends, whenever a creature other than you comes within 30 feet of ammunition for the first time on a turn or ends up turning there, one piece of ammunition takes off to hit it. The creature must succeed on Dexterity saving the
throw or take a 1d6 piercing damage. Then some of the ammunition is destroyed. The spell ends when there is no ammunition left. When you cast this spell, you can assign any creatures you choose, and the spell ignores them. On High level When you cast this spell using the 3rd level or higher spell slot, the amount of ammunition that
can be affected increases by two for each level slot above 2nd. Page: 228 Players Players Ranger, spell Create and save your own spell books, sign up now! Looking for another spell? Visiting the list of spells of zlt; when our group was in the desert, we usually have 2 people (a group of 6) stand to watch while others are resting. However
I realized that as a ranger group I could throw a cordon of arrows to essentially set a trap for the enemies that would come to our camp. My idea is that before taking a long rest, I threw a cordon of arrows 3 times (so if the creature walks in range, it makes 3 separate dex saves), and plant the arrows in the center of our camp, so one
person just has to stand to look and look at the arrows. Plus then I would rest overnight and recover all my spell slots. Is this right with regard to RAW? Raw?
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